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Conversation is easy (?)
Garrod and Pickering TICS 2004
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The conversational agent pipeline
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Abstract—Statistical dialogue systems are motivated by the
need for a data-driven framework that reduces the cost of
laboriously hand-crafting complex dialogue managers and that
provides robustness against the errors created by speech recog-
nisers operating in noisy environments. By including an explicit
Bayesian model of uncertainty and by optimising the policy via
a reward-driven process, partially observable Markov decision
processes (POMDPs) provide such a framework. However, ex-
act model representation and optimisation is computationally
intractable. Hence, the practical application of POMDP-based
systems requires efficient algorithms and carefully constructed
approximations. This review article provides an overview of the
current state of the art in the development of POMDP-based
spoken dialogue systems.

Index Terms—Spoken dialogue systems, POMDP, reinforce-
ment learning, belief monitoring, policy optimisation.

I. INTRODUCTION

SPOKEN dialogue systems (SDS) allow users to interact
with a wide variety of information systems using speech

as the primary, and often the only, communication medium
[1], [2], [3]. Traditionally, SDS have been mostly deployed
in call centre applications where the system can reduce the
need for a human operator and thereby reduce costs. More
recently, the use of speech interfaces in mobile phones has
become common with developments such as Apple’s “Siri”
and Nuance’s “Dragon Go!” demonstrating the value of inte-
grating natural, conversational speech interactions into mobile
products, applications, and services.

The principal elements of a conventional SDS are shown
in Fig 11. At each turn t, a spoken language understanding
(SLU) component converts each spoken input into an abstract
semantic representation called a user dialogue act ut. The
system updates its internal state st and determines the next
system act via a decision rule at = ⇡(st), also known as a
policy. The system act at is then converted back into speech
via a natural language generation (NLG) component. The state
st consists of the variables needed to track the progress of
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1Multimodal dialogue is beyond the scope of this paper, but it should be
noted that the POMDP framework can be extended to handle multimodal
input and output [4]. Depending on the application, both the input and
output may include a variety of modalities including gestures, visual displays,
haptic feedback, etc. Of course, this could result in larger state spaces, and
synchronisation issues would need to be addressed.

the dialogue and the attribute values (often called slots) that
determine the user’s requirements. In conventional systems,
the policy is usually defined by a flow chart with nodes
representing states and actions, and arcs representing user
inputs[5], [6].

Despite steady progress over the last few decades in speech
recognition technology, the process of converting conversa-
tional speech into words still incurs word error rates in the
range 15% to 30% in many real world operating environ-
ments such as in public spaces and in motor cars [7], [8].
Systems which interpret and respond to spoken commands
must therefore implement dialogue strategies that account
for the unreliability of the input and provide error checking
and recovery mechanisms. As a consequence, conventional
deterministic flowchart-based systems are expensive to build
and often fragile in operation.
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Fig. 1. Components of a finite state-based spoken dialogue system. At each
turn the input speech is converted to an abstract representation of the user’s
intent ut, the dialogue state st is updated and a deterministic decision rule
called a policy maps the state into an action at in response.

During the last few years, a new approach to dialogue man-
agement has emerged based on the mathematical framework
of partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs2)
[9], [10], [11]. This approach assumes that dialogue evolves
as a Markov process, i.e., starting in some initial state s0,
each subsequent state is modelled by a transition probability:
p(st|st�1, at�1). The state st is not directly observable re-
flecting the uncertainty in the interpretation of user utterances;
instead, at each turn, the system regards the output of the SLU
as a noisy observation ot of the user input with probability
p(ot|st) (see Fig 2). The transition and observation probability
functions are represented by a suitable stochastic model, called
here the dialogue model M. The decision as to which action
to take at each turn is determined by a second stochastic

2pronounced “pom dee pees”
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End-to-end neural networks

http:
//stats.stackexchange.com/questions/114385
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Pipeline-based machine translation
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End-to-end machine translation
Training data

Io sono il dottore di cui in questa novella
si parla talvolta con parole poco lusinghiere.

==>

I am the doctor occasionally mentioned in
this story, in unflattering terms.
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End-to-end (sequence-to-sequence) machine
translation
Architecture

sequence of words representing the answer. It is therefore clear that a domain-independent method
that learns to map sequences to sequences would be useful.

Sequences pose a challenge for DNNs because they require that the dimensionality of the inputs and
outputs is known and fixed. In this paper, we show that a straightforward application of the Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architecture [16] can solve general sequence to sequence problems.
The idea is to use one LSTM to read the input sequence, one timestep at a time, to obtain large fixed-
dimensional vector representation, and then to use another LSTM to extract the output sequence
from that vector (fig. 1). The second LSTM is essentially a recurrent neural network languagemodel
[28, 23, 30] except that it is conditioned on the input sequence. The LSTM’s ability to successfully
learn on data with long range temporal dependencies makes it a natural choice for this application
due to the considerable time lag between the inputs and their corresponding outputs (fig. 1).

There have been a number of related attempts to address the general sequence to sequence learning
problem with neural networks. Our approach is closely related to Kalchbrenner and Blunsom [18]
who were the first to map the entire input sentence to vector, and is related to Cho et al. [5] although
the latter was used only for rescoring hypotheses produced by a phrase-based system. Graves [10]
introduced a novel differentiable attention mechanism that allows neural networks to focus on dif-
ferent parts of their input, and an elegant variant of this idea was successfully applied to machine
translation by Bahdanau et al. [2]. The Connectionist Sequence Classification is another popular
technique for mapping sequences to sequences with neural networks, but it assumes a monotonic
alignment between the inputs and the outputs [11].

Figure 1: Our model reads an input sentence “ABC” and produces “WXYZ” as the output sentence. The
model stops making predictions after outputting the end-of-sentence token. Note that the LSTM reads the
input sentence in reverse, because doing so introduces many short term dependencies in the data that make the
optimization problem much easier.

The main result of this work is the following. On the WMT’14 English to French translation task,
we obtained a BLEU score of 34.81 by directly extracting translations from an ensemble of 5 deep
LSTMs (with 384M parameters and 8,000 dimensional state each) using a simple left-to-right beam-
search decoder. This is by far the best result achieved by direct translation with large neural net-
works. For comparison, the BLEU score of an SMT baseline on this dataset is 33.30 [29]. The 34.81
BLEU score was achieved by an LSTM with a vocabulary of 80k words, so the score was penalized
whenever the reference translation contained a word not covered by these 80k. This result shows
that a relatively unoptimized small-vocabulary neural network architecture which has much room
for improvement outperforms a phrase-based SMT system.

Finally, we used the LSTM to rescore the publicly available 1000-best lists of the SMT baseline on
the same task [29]. By doing so, we obtained a BLEU score of 36.5, which improves the baseline by
3.2 BLEU points and is close to the previous best published result on this task (which is 37.0 [9]).

Surprisingly, the LSTM did not suffer on very long sentences, despite the recent experience of other
researchers with related architectures [26]. We were able to do well on long sentences because we
reversed the order of words in the source sentence but not the target sentences in the training and test
set. By doing so, we introduced many short term dependencies that made the optimization problem
much simpler (see sec. 2 and 3.3). As a result, SGD could learn LSTMs that had no trouble with
long sentences. The simple trick of reversing the words in the source sentence is one of the key
technical contributions of this work.

A useful property of the LSTM is that it learns to map an input sentence of variable length into
a fixed-dimensional vector representation. Given that translations tend to be paraphrases of the
source sentences, the translation objective encourages the LSTM to find sentence representations
that capture their meaning, as sentences with similar meanings are close to each other while different

2
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End-to-end (sequence-to-sequence) conversational
agents
Training data

A: Shall we call Alan Turner?

B: Alan Turner?

A: Yeah.

B: I haven’t got his number have you got it?

A: No I thought you had your book with you this
week.

http://bncweb.lancs.ac.uk/
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End-to-end (sequence-to-sequence) conversational
agents
Architecture

A Neural Conversational Model

used for neural machine translation and achieves im-
provements on the English-French and English-German
translation tasks from the WMT’14 dataset (Luong et al.,
2014; Jean et al., 2014). It has also been used for
other tasks such as parsing (Vinyals et al., 2014a) and
image captioning (Vinyals et al., 2014b). Since it is
well known that vanilla RNNs suffer from vanish-
ing gradients, most researchers use variants of Long
Short Term Memory (LSTM) recurrent neural net-
works (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997).

Our work is also inspired by the recent success of neu-
ral language modeling (Bengio et al., 2003; Mikolov et al.,
2010; Mikolov, 2012), which shows that recurrent neural
networks are rather effective models for natural language.
More recently, work by Sordoni et al. (Sordoni et al., 2015)
and Shang et al. (Shang et al., 2015), used recurrent neural
networks to model dialogue in short conversations (trained
on Twitter-style chats).

Building bots and conversational agents has been pur-
sued by many researchers over the last decades, and it
is out of the scope of this paper to provide an exhaus-
tive list of references. However, most of these systems
require a rather complicated processing pipeline of many
stages (Lester et al., 2004; Will, 2007; Jurafsky & Martin,
2009). Our work differs from conventional systems by
proposing an end-to-end approach to the problem which
lacks domain knowledge. It could, in principle, be com-
bined with other systems to re-score a short-list of can-
didate responses, but our work is based on producing an-
swers given by a probabilistic model trained to maximize
the probability of the answer given some context.

3. Model
Our approach makes use of the sequence-to-sequence
(seq2seq) framework described in (Sutskever et al., 2014).
The model is based on a recurrent neural network which
reads the input sequence one token at a time, and predicts
the output sequence, also one token at a time. During train-
ing, the true output sequence is given to themodel, so learn-
ing can be done by backpropagation. The model is trained
to maximize the cross entropy of the correct sequence given
its context. During inference, given that the true output se-
quence is not observed, we simply feed the predicted output
token as input to predict the next output. This is a “greedy”
inference approach. A less greedy approach would be to
use beam search, and feed several candidates at the previ-
ous step to the next step. The predicted sequence can be
selected based on the probability of the sequence.

Concretely, suppose that we observe a conversation with
two turns: the first person utters “ABC”, and second person
replies “WXYZ”. We can use a recurrent neural network,

Figure 1. Using the seq2seq framework for modeling conversa-
tions.

and train to map “ABC” to “WXYZ” as shown in Figure 1
above. The hidden state of the model when it receives the
end of sequence symbol “<eos>” can be viewed as the
thought vector because it stores the information of the sen-
tence, or thought, “ABC”.

The strength of this model lies in its simplicity and gener-
ality. We can use this model for machine translation, ques-
tion/answering, and conversations without major changes
in the architecture. Applying this technique to conversa-
tion modeling is also straightforward: the input sequence
can be the concatenation of what has been conversed so far
(the context), and the output sequence is the reply.

Unlike easier tasks like translation, however, a model
like sequence-to-sequence will not be able to successfully
“solve” the problem of modeling dialogue due to sev-
eral obvious simplifications: the objective function being
optimized does not capture the actual objective achieved
through human communication, which is typically longer
term and based on exchange of information rather than next
step prediction. The lack of a model to ensure consistency
and general world knowledge is another obvious limitation
of a purely unsupervised model.

4. Datasets
In our experiments we used two datasets: a closed-domain
IT helpdesk troubleshooting dataset and an open-domain
movie transcript dataset. The details of the two datasets are
as follows.

4.1. IT Helpdesk Troubleshooting dataset

In our first set of experiments, we used a dataset which was
extracted from a IT helpdesk troubleshooting chat service.
In this service, costumers face computer related issues, and
a specialist help them by conversing and walking through
a solution. Typical interactions (or threads) are 400 words
long, and turn taking is clearly signaled. Our training set
contains 30M tokens, and 3M tokens were used as valida-
tion. Some amount of clean up was performed, such as
removing common names, numbers, and full URLs.

Vinyals and Le ICML DLW 2015
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End-to-end conversational agents
Examples

H: i am seeing an error related to vpn

M: what is the error message that you are getting
when connecting to vpn using network connect?

H: connection refused or something like that

M: try this, goto <URL> page and enter your name
and password

H: done

M: try logging in with <NAME> and check if its
working fine now

H: yes, now it works!

Vinyals and Le ICML DLW 2015
11 / 26



End-to-end conversational agents
Examples

H: what do you think about messi?

M: he’s a great player.

H: what do you think about cleopatra?

M: oh, she’s very regal.

H: what do you think about england
during the reign of elizabeth?

M: it was a great place.

Vinyals and Le ICML DLW 2015
12 / 26



End-to-end conversational agents
Examples

H: what is your job?

M: i’m a lawyer.

H: what do you do?

M: i’m a doctor.

Vinyals and Le ICML DLW 2015
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End-to-end conversational agents
Anything you say can and will be used against you in a court of law

H: what are you doing?

M: nothing.

H: what is your name?

M: i don’t know, sir.

H: how old are you?

M: i’m not sure.

Li et al. arXiv 2016
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Learning to converse by predicting the next turn

A: Shall we call Alan Turner?

B: Alan Turner?

A: Yeah.

B: I haven’t got his number have you got it?

A: No I thought you had your book with you this
week.

http://bncweb.lancs.ac.uk/
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Reinforcement learning

http://robohub.org/
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Learning to interact with humans in the loop
Training session #2546

Human: Shall we call Alan Turner?

Bot: akfkjkjkjkjf fffff

Human: Sorry, what was that?

Bot: ?taht saw tahw, yrroS

Human [shakes head in despair]
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Referential games for conversational agents

hank you! Thank you!

Agent A1 Agent A2

blue this!

Lazaridou et al. arXiv 2016 (Towards Multi-Agent
Communication-Based Language Learning) 18 / 26



Referential games for conversational agents

a b c d …
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…

…A1

A2
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Referential games for conversational agents
Datasets

Shapes ReferIt

image pairs

human vocabulary limegreen yellow

#unique images 2.4k 22.5k
#image pairs 100k 25k

#human vocabulary 18 3467

20 / 26



Communication success
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AlphaGo

observe

play
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AlphaConverse?

observe

talk

which
picture?

the one
with a green
background
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What is the goal? What is reward?
“Goal-directed” conversation

G: you’ve got a diamond mine beside [the start]?

F: uh-huh

G: and you’ve got a fast flowing river over the other
corner

F: uh-huh

G: right, so if you just circle round the diamond mine

F: right

G: and have you got a graveyard in the middle of
the fast flowing river and the diamond mine

F: no i don’t

http://groups.inf.ed.ac.uk/maptask/index.html 24 / 26
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What is the goal? What is reward?
“Non-goal-directed” conversation

A: I played football for, when I was ten year old!
But, I don’t go to football now, I watch the
television cos I’m seventy three now, but it
never any harm!

B: Some people say it’s not very good for women to
play football.

A: That’s a lot of rubbish!

B: Well tell me what’s good about football for women?

A: Because it’s a good sport!

B: Mhm.

A: There’s a, you could do a lot worse things that play
football!

http://bncweb.lancs.ac.uk/ 25 / 26
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you!
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